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Abstract. Human-Autonomous Systems Cooperation raises several ethical and
philosophical issues that need to be addressed not only at the stage of implementation of the system but also preferably at the stage of development. This
paper identiﬁes and discusses some of these issues, with a speciﬁc focus on
human-machine cooperation problems and chances, focusing usage of these
systems in military contexts. It is argued that ethical, philosophical, and technical problems include (1) data security and monitoring/management,
(2) agency, distancing and speed/time, and (3) cooperation, networks and
knowledge. These issues need to be taken into account not only in the application but also in processes of research and development and legal regulation.
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1 Introduction
When technologies are no longer mere tools or extensions of the human, but acquire a
high degree of “agency” themselves, different concepts have to be used to describe the
relation between humans and machines. Systems such as autopilots or autonomous
robots are no longer simply tools or even extensions of the (human) body; instead there
is a relation that may be described by using the terms “cyborg” (merging of human and
machine) or “cooperation” between human and non-human agents (cooperation
between different agents, no merging). These new conﬁgurations raise several ethical
and philosophical questions, such as: “Who is responsible for unintended damage,
caused by an autonomous system?” This paper mainly focuses its discussion on
cooperation problems in a military context. However, self-driving cars and trafﬁc
guidance systems, ﬁnancial technologies of high speed trading (HFT = “High Frequency Trading”), as well as autopilots and drones (UAVs = “Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles”) will also be discussed as ethically challenging forms of autonomous systems
which may lead to military applications.
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2 Data Security and Monitoring/Management
A ﬁrst ethical issue concerns the security of the data, given that autonomous systems
are not only autonomous agents, but also smart devices – embedded into IT-networks,
linked to computers, databases etc. Autonomous systems collect an enormous amount
of data, which raises the question (ﬁrstly) who has access to it, or could potentially
force access to it, and (secondly) what can be done with that information. Who is
responsible for the interpretation of images or semantic information? E.g. in droneoperations target-proﬁles play a major role. Who creates such proﬁles and will be held
responsible, if collateral damage or illegal actions are performed on the basis of deﬁcient target-proﬁles? Aspects of dual use and collateral damage – even friendly ﬁre –
include a cyber-component. In military contexts there clearly is this danger. Consider
for instance the case of a US-American RQ-170 Sentinel drone “hacked” down by
Iranian organs in December 2011 [1]. It is important to deal with these datavulnerabilities and risks, especially since human lives are at stake. How to protect data
and defense infrastructures? The network-factor and connection of technologies
(especially IT) causes strong challenges here. Should we disconnect critical infrastructure? What about care-robots or medical bots which collect a lot sensitive data (in
order to function successfully)? In times of international terrorism and IT-based warfare, those “civil” structures might become targets of “military” hits as well.
Conceptual understandings of “new wars” vs. “old wars” or “symmetric warfare”
vs. “asymmetric warfare” after the collapse of Soviet Union and 1990th Yugoslav Wars
have been emphasized primarily in political and social terms by Kaldor [2] and
Münkler [3]. But cyberwar [4, 5] once more became a new technological category of
warfare and cyber can be seen as new strategic operation-sphere such as “land”, “air”,
“water”, “underwater” or “space”. At the same time, “cyber” affects all classical
spheres, as information technologies are used in nearly every situation. When the line
between conventional and cyber warfare becomes blurred by means of these new
technologies – and as even the classical categories of combatant and non-combatant
become blurry as well – military organizations and politicians have to rethink how they
invest and organize defense infrastructures and capacities – both in civil as well as in
military situations. As one consequence of IT-developments, even the meaning of
“military context”, becomes questionable as well, given the use and development of IT
across several domains. The application of data and information (not only semantics
but also images etc.) causes new forms of actions such as more sublime forms of
propaganda or blackmailing. Hackers without any classical military education could
perform cyber-attacks and cause economic, psychological (especially in case of terrorism) or material damage. Where is the borderline between combatant-hackers and
non-combatant-hackers? In military contexts, privacy plays another role than in civil
life. But if the categories civil vs. military are changing, the limits of privacy in certain
contexts of usage might also change. Ethics of data-security and information-protection
in military contexts involves the problem that the values of security and safety are in
tension with the values of data-security and privacy. The more secure and safe a system
or society is intended to be, the more information is needed in order to ensure success.
There is thus an ethical conflict between public security on the one side and data
security, data privacy and information protection on the other side, e.g.:
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• protect society against attacks of other nations, including espionage,
• protect society against terrorist attacks, or
• protect society against crime.
Those cases include the protection against attacks which come out of the own society
(whether terroristic, criminal etc. motivated). Here we might ﬁnd arguments for supporting a more strict form of surveillance of public life. But on the other hand free
access to information and privacy are important moral values, which not only cause
liberal political life, but also economic success and creativity (in order to create
innovations).
Note that the same dilemma is characteristic for usage of data for the monitoring
and management of people from one’s own organization as well. Does monitoring of
personnel via these technologies enhance responsible and effective behavior, or does it
potentially create unworkable situations for people who are already under pressure?
Putting in other words: Efﬁciency or Burnout? Does the flow of data enhance the safety
and security of people? Or could it lead to decisions taken at a distance on the basis of
data that may not correspond to the local situated and experienced knowledge of the
people who use the technology? This raises knowledge problems (see below, part four).
Anyway historical experiences (such as the economic collapse of GDR in 1989/90)
illustrated: STASI-like surveillance diminished economic and technological efﬁciency.
Human creativity is not such easily accessible for data-monitoring.

3 Agency, Distancing, and Speed
A second ethical issue concerns the agency of technologies and, related to that in a
military context, the problem of speed. If for instance a robot is given more autonomy,
technically speaking (acting on its own), decisions have to be made with regard to the
degree of supervision of the robot. There are good ethical reasons to keep humans in
the loop if the machine has lethal capacities (see also [6]), to ensure human judgment
and human responsibility. We like to support the argument, that even so called
“autonomous” systems remain means for human ends: “people kill people”. However,
it is a realistic scenario that if, in a military context, many autonomous systems are
“employed”/applied and there might be – metaphorically speaking – an “arms race”,
the speed of war will increase to such a point that perhaps only non-human, autonomous systems can process what is going on and therefore make decisions. This is
ethically problematic if one assumes that human judgment should be involved in
actions that may have lethal consequences (for people of the own organization or for
others). A ban on such systems may prevent this, but if such a ban were not very
effective (which is also a realistic scenario), how can and should military organizations
and societies deal with this problem?
A related problem raised by the new information technologies concerns distance as
well. For instance drones seem to make the decision of lethal actions easier, but at the
same time also create new forms of proximity or even intimacy that may make such
actions and decisions less easy [7]. The point is that drone-operators sit thousands of
kilometers away from the target, only present on a medial level with real-time images.
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That might make killing easier. But on the other hand, drone-operators observe their
victims a long time before starting a lethal strike. Here, the real-time pictures somehow
bridge the physical distance and enable something like proximity or intimacy. There
are also similar problems with technologies in civil contexts. Financial technologies [8]
and high-speed treading can be seen as pre-forms or already existing forms of
autonomous systems and real-time decision making under conditions that nearly
exclude humans given the speed. There are paradoxical effects that have to do with the
relation between speed and distance. Pre-computer and historical distance weapons
(such as archery, muskets or ballistic artillery) are bound to a physical sphere where
speed, time and the location as well as distance have been linked to each other: distance
means a temporal delay of information, speed means higher distance of a projectile etc.
But with computers and drones (again information technologies) it became possible to
generate real-time images at the scale of global distance. Cyber-attacks and high frequency algorithm based counter-attacks might also be realized in real-time on a
transcontinental scale. A physical link between time and space is suspended: in consequence of IT-embedded warfare, physical distance no longer means safety [9].
Again ethical problems enter the stage when it comes to decision making:
automatized cyber-attacks in real time are situated in a temporal microcosm, in which
the human bodily-sensory temporal mesocosm of ethical reflection or legal judgment is
suspended. How can the problem of this gap between two worlds be addressed? Thus,
here is an ethical conflict between the fact that the IT-basis of drones or cyberoperations enables real time decision making, but that human assessment and
responsibility requires keeping temporal distance for reflection and ethical, legal or
political evaluation [10]. What can be the solution? Slowing down the speed of warfare? Mechanical typewriters instead of PCs?
To further reflect on this problem concerning speed and distance, we propose to use
the work of Virillo [11, 12] who offers a theory of ‘dromology’ (societal impacts of
speed and acceleration) and also presents a paradoxical interrelation between acceleration and deceleration at the same time. Inspired by his theory, once more we want to
argue that information technological networks as basis for autonomous military technologies cause an accelerated cyber-sphere (temporal microcosm) which is separated
from the temporal sphere of political, ethical or juridical decision making (temporal
mesocosm).
To clarify more our understanding of “temporal microcosm”, we like to draw the
analogy to technical mediations and visual perception. Microscopes are tools which
reveal visual microworlds: e.g. perception of bacteria, cells or even smaller things. In
17th- and 18th-century sciences Antoni van Leeuwenhoek became one prominent
pioneer in the ﬁeld of microscopy. Even before that in the 16th- and 17th-century
developments, scientists like Galileo Galilei, Johannes Kepler or Tycho Brahe started
systematically using telescopes for empirical astronomic observations. Microscopes
technologically reveal visual microworlds (very small), whereas telescopes enable
perceptual access to visual macroworlds (very big). Glasses are examples for technologies applied in human mesocosm, because they should not translate very small
worlds (microcosm) or very large worlds (macrocosm) into a human sensory scale.
Instead glasses are used in order to mediate mesoworlds, which means not enhancing
visual capabilities, but moreover compensate visual disabilities without leaving human
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sensory range of perception. Now the argument in context of time and IT-embedded
warfare is that information technologies are related to very small worlds, not on the
visual, but on the temporal level. The difference to microscopes here is accessibility.
Whereas microscopes make invisible things visible, high frequency IT-embedded
processes disable access because they do not bridge but cause a gap between speed and
human capabilities of decision making.
There is also a meta-ethical issue concerning temporal forms of future and present:
every ethics is linked to a concrete future as ethics always emphasizes following human
actions, their consequences, conditions and values. When high-speed-wars are functionally performed in a temporal microcosm that appears to humans as “present” (we
are too slowly, we cannot perceive it), what does this mean for ethics and its innate link
to a concrete “future”? How is future (and past) possible in real time-actions? Future is
a human-pragmatic term, which loses its meaning within real-time warfare (or
high-speed trading etc.). Insofar IT-high-speed warfare could lead to the paradoxical
consequence that the classical Clausewitz slogan “War is the continuation of politics by
other means” [13] becomes useless, as means do not longer support a political aim, but
disable political decision making in an unintended way. Three temporal logics of
warfare and politics can be distinguished for illustrating this development:
• 19th-century understanding of warfare following the theoretical approach of Carl
Philipp Gottlieb von Clausewitz: no nukes or ICT (bodily-mechanic temporal
mesocosm, physical and physiological linking between space and time).
• 20th-century understanding of warfare including capabilities of nuclear weapons,
ICBM and submarines: if nuclear strike starts, there will be enough time (minutes)
for a counterstrike (still temporal mesocosm), in relation to the danger of destroying
whole mankind and thereby destroying any political future on the one hand, but
nuclear standoff became an element of political practice on the other hand as well.
• 21st-century ICT-related warfare: a temporal microcosm logically suspends politics
as high-speed processes do not allow human decision making, fully autonomous
real-time warfare might not necessarily destroy mankind as such, but “war” loses its
meaning as means for political ends (political instrumental rationality is
suspended) [10].
Deceleration in military contexts is often related to defensive situations (castles, partisan tactics etc.) or caused by economic beneﬁts of “new wars” [3]. We think in
consequence of the temporal microcosm deceleration becomes a legal and ethical
demand as well.

4 Human-Machine Collaboration and Knowledge
A third, related and ethically relevant but also technical and philosophical issue concerns problems regarding human-machine collaboration. Even if the above mentioned
problems could be addressed in a satisfactory way, decisions have to be made concerning the division of work and the distribution of knowledge (and responsibility) in
hybrid human/machine systems. Such problems are analogous to those with (civil and
military) airplanes. For instance, if there is an emergency, should the autonomous
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system be given priority, or should humans decide, even if they may be wrong? The
same questions plays a crucial role in the context of self-driving cars and trafﬁc
guidance systems, where similar decisions have to be made. This raises the question
what kind of knowledge autonomous systems (computing systems, robots, etc.) have,
as opposed to human beings, and in which way knowledge is distributed in cooperative
contexts and embedded in networks. Knowledge is needed in a situation for decision
making and for acting responsibly. But how exactly do the new technologies change
the knowledge conﬁguration? Human beings interpret data, but autonomous systems
also do so – based on code written by humans which enable the system to model what
is going on in its environment. However, the way humans arrive at a judgment tends to
be different, since humans are embodied, have emotions, and so on. They can also
improvise, have a different kind of know-how. Some argue that therefore the autonomous systems should be given the ﬁnal decision (to avoid emotional judgment, war
crime etc.), whereas others think that humans should be given control since the kind of
knowledge autonomous systems have is more limited. But what if autonomous systems
have access to much more data than humans (“big data”)? Or is this not the same as
having knowledge? What is the difference between data, information, and knowledge?
Moreover, how universal is the way we arrive at knowledge? Does the development of autonomous systems currently take into account cultural differences? What is
the knowledge-base for ethical judgments? And what kind of weapons give rise to what
kind of knowledge? Compare for instance traditional Japanese or Chinese theories of
war- and martial-arts with current IT-embedded warfare. Ancient sword-ﬁghts require
deeply embodied knowledge, a high level of sensory skills, fast perception (into the
human scale, temporal mesocosm), but also tactical knowledge. Japanese approaches of
samurai sword ﬁghts [14, 15] include a strong ethos of social relations between
samurai, sword, enemy, and master (something like a “feudal lord” who is the commander). Samurai sword ﬁght theory is pretty individually oriented, because the
warrior and its embodied tacit knowledge of using the sword are the conceptual epicenter of this kind of warfare. On the other hand tactical and strategic knowledge
including a lot of bodily elements is integrated in the ancient Chinese approach as well
[16]. But in this case not so much the individual swordﬁghter, but moreover the general
and the way he leads troops in several situations is emphasized from a primary point of
view. Again the tactical and strategic understanding of how to use geographical factors,
time and rhythm of strike and counter-strike, defense and offense movements, or
integration of spies is related to bodily and physiological temporal and spatial mesoworlds. The physical and bodily link between time and space remains an important
axiom of those theories of warfare [10]. Insofar implicit knowledge or tacit knowledge,
which needs to be generated within processes of trial and error, and is more than
theoretical textbook-information, serves as the primary knowledgebase.
But what kind of knowledge is involved in (big) data analysis, computer modeling,
etc.? Is this disembodied knowledge, and if so in what sense? If not, how does the
embodied relation, mediated by the new technologies, differ from earlier technologically mediated ways of ﬁghting? Also the issue of distance plays a crucial role here (see
also [6, 7]). Can we wield a drone with a distance of 10.000 km such as a sword or gun
in our hands? Can real-time computer pictures and joysticks in an isolated container
replace both the whole-body-perception and -knowledge of a regular soldier in a
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battleﬁeld? What does this mean for the attribution of responsibility and the ways we
know how to detect ethical conflicts and to deal with it? Fact is that skills, emotions,
intuition or sensory perceptions belong to a different domain of knowledge than
computer-algorithms [17–20].
As we have seen the relations and meaning of time and space are changing. Bodily
spheres of spatial-temporal knowing are replaced by cyber spheres of real-time actions.
Those actions are enabled by a temporal microcosm. It is both an ethical and epistemological task to understand the structures of this new spatial-temporal form of warfare. For ethics and political philosophy applied to this problem, it might be the primary
task to identify the exact ethical limits of autonomous decision-making. A gap of
knowledge and a lack of time for assessment could cause inhumane consequences,
collateral-damage or maybe terminator-scenarios etc. There is a need for legal regulation of new warfare and its technological structures, and for societal scenarios that
explore the many ways we use and not-use those new possibilities. And, ﬁnally, these
new technologies remain challenging for thinking about ethics. What is ethical
decision-making, and can and should it be delegated to machines?
It may also be helpful to try to answer these questions by engaging with frameworks that are being developed in computer science and engineering. For instance,
Modelling and Simulation (M&S) might help to answer the previous questions
regarding knowledge involved in computer modeling. And when thinking about ethics
one could look at M&S experimental frameworks build upon common vocabularies in
the form of Autonomous System and M&S ontologies that aim to cover the ethical
aspects [21, 22].

5 Conclusion
This paper has identiﬁed a number of ethical and philosophical problems raised by new
developments in the area of autonomous systems and their actual or potential use in a
military context. Particular attention has been paid to issues related to security of data
flows, agency and speed/distance, and knowledge in cooperative human/autonomous
system conﬁgurations. We identiﬁed ethical problems and conflicts with regard to
security, speed, and cooperation, and also pointed to cultural differences with regard to
knowledge in ethics and related to military technologies. It is important to take these
problems into account not only when using but also when developing autonomous
systems for defense/warfare. More research is needed on the (potential) impact of these
systems on ethics and responsibility, and ultimately on the forms of warfare and the
kinds of societies we will have in the future.
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